Foresight Signs an Agreement with Chinese CarManufacturer JAC for
a Pilot Test
JAC isone of China's largest manufacturers, with production capacity of hundreds
ofthousands of vehicles per year

NESS ZIONA, April26 - Foresight, a leadingdeveloper of advanced systems for road
traffic accident prevention (TASE: FRST), announced today thesigning of an agreement
with leading Chinese car manufacturer JAC, for a pilotproject to test Foresight's system.
JAC will provide Foresight with a pool ofvehicles, to be equipped with the company's
accident prevention system and testits performance. The pilot test will be financed by the
manufacturer, exceptfor production, shipping, installation and de-installation costs.
Theobjectives of the test are to demonstrate the performance of Foresight's
accidentprevention system, which is based on 3D technology, and to gain
profoundunderstanding of the Chinese driver's requirements of driver assistancesystems,
based on local weather, infrastructure and common driving conduct.
The parties will consider a commercialagreement based on the results of the pilot test.
JAC is one of the largest vehicle manufacturers in the Chinese market, withthe capacity to
manufacture hundreds of thousands of cars every year. It is oneof very few Chinese
manufacturers to offer various types of vehicles: privatecars, vans, buses and electric cars.
The company employs over 35,000 peopleand, in addition to manufacturing vehicles, also
manufactures parts for theautomotive industry.
Foresight's accident prevention system comprises twin cameras, mountedon the front of the
car, which are designed to provide stereoscopic (3D)vision. The images are then analyzed
by sophisticated computer software usingadvanced algorithms, to identify obstacles on the
road and warn drivers, toreduce the potential for accidents.
The current version can warn drivers if they follow another vehicle tooclosely, alert drivers
to other moving or stationary vehicles, and detect cyclists,pedestrians, and other hazards in
the vehicle’s path. The sensors can alert adriver to oncoming objects as small as 40cm X
40cm. Drivers can activate thesensors as needed and customize them to meet specific
needs.
ABOUT FORESIGHT
Foresight(FRST: TASE), founded in 2015 is a technology company engaged in the
design,development and commercialization of 3D multi-camera-based Advanced Driver
AssistanceSystems (“ADAS”). The Company, through its subsidiary, develops
advancedsystems for accident prevention, which are designed to provide realtimeinformation about the vehicle's surroundings while in motion. These systems,which are
based on 3D technology, advanced algorithms and artificialintelligence, will revolutionize
ADAS by providing an automotive grade,cost-effective platform, enabling highly accurate and
reliable detection whileensuring the lowest rates of false alerts.
Forward Looking Statements
This press releasecontains forward-looking statements. Words such as
"expects,""anticipates," "intends," "plans," "believes,""seeks," "estimates" and similar
expressions or variationsof such words are intended to identify forward-looking statements.
Thesestatements are only predictions based on Foresight’s current expectations
andprojections about future events.
There areimportant factors that could cause Foresight’s actual results, level ofactivity,

performance or achievements to differ materially from the results,level of activity,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by theforward-looking statements.
Those factorsinclude, but are not limited to the impact of general economic
conditions,competitive products, product development risk, product demand and
marketacceptance risks, reliance on key strategic alliances or fluctuations inoperating
results. Except as otherwise required by law, Foresight undertakes noobligation to publicly
release any revisions to these forward-lookingstatements to reflect events or circumstances
after the date hereof or toreflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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